A restructured information service and an official administration weekly were both some-what predictable developments from events over the last few years. Fully understandable and the clearly recognized need to bring both the faculty and the outside press more effectively prompted the search for new means of distributing information. Many universities across the country have experimented, more or less successfully, with an administration-published regular newsletter.

We see good reasons for welcoming both innovations. We expect the faculty as we are of lifting through the ever-deepening pile of gray envelopes bearing news of appointments in some far-off corner of the campus. A new format for presenting such information may well increase the community's receptiveness.

During December The Tech printed a column describing the problems undergraduates see with MIT's educational policies. Since then, the editor has talked with students, faculty, and administrators about possibilities for improvement. For his analysis of the problems and suggestions for reform, read "Education at MIT" in Friday's The Tech.
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